Viewing Assessment Attempts in ULearn

This job aid covers the different times and ways that learners can review their activity while taking financial and HRMS assessments in ULearn.

TEST REVIEW PAGE

The Test Review page is available immediately after clicking <Summary> at the end of the assessment. This page indicates whether or not all the questions have been answered. If you are not satisfied with your answers click <Go To Section> to return to the assessment. Otherwise click <Submit Final Answers> to submit your answers for scoring. Note: Once your final score has been submitted it cannot be reset.
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TEST RESULTS PAGE

The Test Results page appears after submitting your final answers for scoring and indicates whether the attempt was passed or failed. Click <Review> to review the details of the attempt.
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TRANSCRIPT ASSESSMENT REVIEW OPTIONS

There are two options on the Transcript page to review assessment attempts. The <Review> link under the Options column or assessment title (E.g., <Sample ULearn Test>).
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Viewing Assessment Attempts in ULearn (cont.)

Clicking <Review> under the Options column only displays the last attempt. Options for reviewing only the correct or the incorrect questions are available. Note that the numbering in the top right corner indicates the number of questions in the assessment and not the attempt taken.

Clicking the assessment title on the transcript will display a more detailed view of all attempts.

Here you can select each attempt review separately.

Scores indicates the percentage score of the attempt.

The Passing Score (%) indicates the score required in order to pass.

Once an assessment has been passed, a completion will be noted on the transcript. While the assessment will still be available for review, it cannot be be retaken.